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Seconj Supplement to Memorandum 64-37 

Subject: Stu(iy No. 34(L) - URE (Article III. Presumptions) 

There appears below an excerpt from a comment on Tot v. United States, 

319 U.S. 463 (1943), by Professor Morgan. The comment is that referred to 

in the comment to Model Penal Code Section 1.12 relating to affirmative 

defenses. See Memorandum 64-37 p. 6. It was published in 56 Harv. L. Rev. 

1324 (1943)· The foot~otes are the original footnotes except for the one in 

brackets that is marked by an asterisk. Emphasis has been added. 

This excerpt is presented to you because the comment \/as apparently 

relied on by the ALI commissioners in drafting the MPC provisions on affirma-

tive defenses, and it may prove helpful to this Commission as it wrestles 

with the same problem. 

TOT V. UNITED STATES: CCNSTIWTIONAL RESTRICTIONS ON STATUTORY 

PRESUMPTIONS.--Section 2(f) of the Federal Firearms Act makes it unlawful for 

a person who has been convicted of a crime of violence or who is a fugitiVe 

from justice to receive any firearm or ammunition which has been shipped or 

transported in interstate or foreign commerce. It further provides that 

"the possession of a firearm or ammunition by any such person shall be 

presumptive evidence that such firearm or ammunition \/as shipped or transported 

or received, as the case my be, by such person in violation of this Act ... I. 

* * * * * 
No doubt the court may be convinced that the legislature in a given 

case is not purporting to exercise a judgment as to the relationship in 

experience between two facts, but is using a formula expressing such a 
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relationship in order to accomplish quite another purpose. If so, then 

it may well ignore the expression and insist th~t} however desirable the 

purpose, it must not be accomplished by illegitimate means. That it 

lmuld be of great bel:efit to society if agencies of the Federal Government 

had both the privilege and the duty to prevent convicts and fugitives from 

justice from possessing firearms and ammunition wherever and whenever 

acquired cannot justify Congress in requiring or permitting triers of fact 

to find all arms and ammunition so possessed to have been the subject of 

recent interstate shipment. 

There is therefore arr~le justification for the Supreme Court's recent 

2 
holding in Tot v. Unitej States that Sedion 2(f) of the Federal Firearms 

Act violates the due process clause. O~e may suspect that the Court was 

influenced by its notion of the legislative purpose. Or one may feel that the 

majority was implying that there was no oasis for a reasonable difference 

of opinion as to the facts of relevant human experience, "hen tc1ey said in 

effect that the inference authorized by the Act is "so strained as not to have 

a reasonable relation to the c::'rcumstances of life as we knmT them ,,3 

The Court did not trouble to consider critically the words of the Act. 

The cases were said to present "the question of the power of Congress to 

create the presumption . that, from the prisoner's prior conviction 

of a crj~e of violence and his present possession of a firearm or ammunition, 

it shall be presumed (1) that the article was received by him in interstate 

or foreign commerce, and (2) that such receipt occurred subsequently to 

July 30, 1938, the effective date of the statute.,,4 The Court cited 

indiscriminately previous decisio~s dealing with state statutes and with 

congressional acts in civil and in criminal cases; and it made no distinction 
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making the establishr.ent of one fact in an action determine the allocation of 

the burden of going forward with evidence, or the burden of persuading the 
c 

trier, as to another fact.;> In short, it treated every such enactment as 

creating a presumption and proceeded to state general rules concerning the 

validity of all statutory presumptions. It did not define a presumption or 

describe its exact operation in a~ action. In one place the main opinion 

speaks of casting on the defendant the burden of corning forward with evidence 

to rebut the presumption,6 in another, of the basic fact in a cited case 

having such strong logical significance "that a statutory provision scarcely 

... as necessary to shift the burden of proof,,,7 and in still another of the 

necessity that evidence rebutting a presumption be believed by the jUry.8 

It repeats previously uttered formulae and contrasts the pattern made by 

former cases ... ith the case at bar. 

The majority opinion appears ·~o leave no doubt as to its test of the 

validity of a presumption. 

The Government seems to argue that there are two alternative tests 
of the validity of a presumption created by a statute. The first is 
that there be a rational connection between the facts proved and the 
fact presumed; the second that of comparative convenience of producing 
evidence of the ul tima·':;e fact. ,Ie are of the opinion that these are 
not independent tests but that the first is controlling and that the 
second is but a corollary. 
• . • The argument from convenience is admissible only where the 
inference is a permissible one, where the defendant has more 
convenient access to the proof, and ... here requiring him to

9
go forward 

with proof will not subject him to unfairness or hardship. 

This seems to mean (1) that a statutory presumption is invalid if applied 

in either a civil or a criruir~l proceeding unless there is a logical 

connection between the proved facts and the presumed fact, and (2) that a 

statutory presumption with the requisite logical basis is invalid if it 
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operates in a cri.r.:inal case to fi}: "'J.]';:or: 1:.he deI""enc.ant -:'he turden of 

producing evidence of the nonexi3tence of the presumed fact, unless its 

application will serve to avoid pC'ocedural inconvenience ,dthout unfairness 

10 or hardship to the defendant. If this opinion is to be taken at face 

value, it destroys the distinction betveen the Turnipseed ar.d Henderson cases 

set forth by Mr. Justice Butler, disapproves a doctrine recognized by Mr . 

. 1m 'Cd d 1 id" 11 Just~ce Ho es and Mr. Just~ce ar ozo, an overru es numerous pr or ec~s~ons. 

The concurring opinion merely adds a too-easy generalization which, if 

purporting to give the result of past decisions, involves rather obvious 

l2 question begging. 

Since the Court treated the suoject generally, it is ffiuch to be regretted 

that it ignored seemingly important differences in the phrasing of applicable 

statutes and in the curial effect of peruinent procedural device2. There is 

an important difference bet'.,een using one fact as evi:ience of another, and 

causing the establishment of the one to fix the burden of coming forward 

with evidence tending to establish the other or the burden of persuading the 

trier of fact of the existence of che other. The first involves a question 

of reasoning from known human experience. How far the courts may control 

the process of reasoning of a trier the result of ",hose reasoning seems to 

them unreasonable is one sort of question. Fixing the burden of coming 

forward with evidence, or the burden of persuading the trier of fact, as to 

the truth of a given proposition is quite another. The latter is a necessary 

concomitant of our adversary system. It involves judgment as to practicability, 

convenience, and fairness which has no necessary connection with the process 

of reasoning from one fact to another. Furthermore, the burden of introducing 

evidence is quite different from the burden of persuading the trier of fact. 
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As to the same proposi tioc one paTty IT.ay ~1ave to t,ear t~1e !'orn:er, 'ioir.;.:ile the 

other has to sustain the latter. T~e former determines the result if no 

evidence, or no further evide"ce, is received. The latter is decisive where the 

mind of the trier is in equilibriwn. Each party and the court must know where 

the former rests at every stage of the trial; neithe:: court nor party is 

concerned wita the latter until the evidence is closed. The trier of fact, 

as distinguished from the judge, need never hear about the former but !tUst 

always be instructed as to the latte~. It would seem to follow that no court 

should attempt to deten.'line the validity of a statute affecting these aspects 

of a trial ,nthout first ascertaining the exact effect of its application in 

an action. If the statute as construed permits or requires evidence of A to 

be used as evidence of B, the" the existence of a rational connection between 

them is demanded by the Constitution. But hm, does it follow that the 

Constitution makes the same demand where the establishment of A fixes the 

burden of producing evidence or the burden of persuasion as to B? 

In our adversary system of li"tigation the court kn01·rs the rules of law 

but it has no knowledge of the disputable facts in litigation. Usually it 

will accept as facts "hat the parties agree to be facts. '"here the parties 

are in disagreement, the court rr~kes no investigation of its own. It requires 

the parties to frame the issues and to make knOlfll the facts. In this process 

it must allocate the burdens of pleading and of introducing evidence and of 

persuading the trier. If it places the burden of pleading X on plaintiff, 

it is ii: effect declaring that unless plaintiff pleads the existence of X, 

the court "ill assume its nonexistence; if it puts on him the burden of 

introducing evidence of X, it is ruling that in the absence of such evidence, 

it will assume the nonexistence of X; and if it allocates to him the burden 



of llersuasior:: of Xi it will instrJ.ct t~'le ~rier that if '~:~:le :::rier r s mind 

is in equilibrium as to X, the nonexiste::tce of X rr,ust be found. How does 

the court determine which IOarty sball bear anyone of these burdens? Must 

it leok over the whole situation as rrade known to it at the time of pleading 

and determine that plainoiff must bear the burden of pleading X because from 

the facts known to it it concludes that there is a reasorable inference 

that X does not exist? Like"ise in determining that. "'hen plaintiff has 

alleged X, defendant. must. bear the burden of int.roducing evidence that X 

does not. exist., must the court first determine that "hile plaintiff was 

required tc allege X, still the. same facts justify an inference that X does exist 

and the burden of introducing evidence should for other reasons be put on 

defendant? 1,lhat considerations of logic determine that 1-1hile plaintiff must. 

allege nonpayment in order to state a grour-d of r0covery, defenaant relying 

on IOayment must plead it. sIOecially, and r.,ust sustain bo°ch the burden of going 

forward "ith evidence and the burden of persuasion? The federal courts 

insist that in a criminal prosecut.ion :!"or a crin:e involving intent, the 

prosecution must prove defendant's sanity beyond a reasonable doubt, but 

defendant has the burden of introducing evidence of insanity at the peril of 

having the issue of sanity excluded from che case.* Is this because the 

facts of eXIOerience as known to the court form a basis for a reasonable 

inference of defendant's sanity? Many courts rule that the time of death 

of an absentee whose absence is uneXIOlained and who has not been heard from 

for seven years must, if no evidence to the contrary is introduced, be taken 

to be the last instant of the seventh year. Has anyone ever ventured to 

suggest that such a finding is reached by the application of the rules of 

\. .. reason to the facts of experience as known by judges or by any other men or 

group of men? 
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The reasons Given for determining the allocation of both the burden 

of introducing evidence and the burden of persuasion are various. Some 

rules of thumb have been formulated as prima facie applicable, but it is 

nov generall,,' agreed that considerations of policy, convenience, and fairness 

as revealed in judicial and legislative experience are controlling, and that 

the rules of thunb merely emphasize important factors. Gan it be that the 

Supreme Court is nov declaring that any statute which makes the establishment 

of A fix the burden of introducing evidence or the burden of persuasion of 

B is unconstitutional unless a logical connection exists between A and B, 

and that consid.erations of polic~l, convenience, and fairness rmlst give "Way; 

that "here such a connectior. exists, these other factors are persuasive, but 

logical connection is a ~ qua non? Or is the Court merely declaring 

that the operation of that thing ",hich it calls a presumption necessarily 

permits the use of the basic fact as the basis for an inference of the 

existence of the pre sUIlled fact and tba t therefore a logical connection is 

necessary? If the latter, the state courts and all legislatures must 

esche" all language of prima facie evidence, presumptive evidence and 

presumptions, and speak definitely of the exact procedural effect to be given 

to the establisrdllent of the basic fact. If tbe former, the Supreme Court is 

destroying a useful and time-honored device for effective conduct of litigation. 

E. M. M. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Joseph B. Harvey 
Assistant Executive Secretary 
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FCCTEOTES 

1. 52 STAT. 1250 (1938), 15 U.S.C. § 902(f) (1940). 

2. 63 Sup. Ct. 1241 (June 'y, 1')l3). Mr. Justice Black concurred in an 

opinioE ~n which Mr. Juct~ce DO',lc;las joined. Tel. at 12!a. 1/Jl'. Justice 

101rphy took no part in the consileration of the case. 

3. 63 Sup. Ct. at 1245. 

4. Id. at 1244. Put cOIIIFare: "But "he iue process clauses of the Fifth and 

Fourteenth Amendments set lir:i ts upon the pewee' of Congress or that of a 

state legislature to rr:ake the p:coof of one face or sroup of facts evidence 

of the existence of the ultimate fact on which guilt is predicated. The 

question is whether, in this instance, the Act t.ransgresses those limits. 1t 

Td. at 1245. (Italics supplied.) 

5. Hobile, J. & K. C. R. R. v. Turnipseed, 219 U. s. 35 (1910) (state statute, 

civil: prima facie evidence); Bailey v. A1aharr.a, 219 U. S. 219 (1911) 

(state statute, criminal: prill'a facie eVi;:ience); Luria v. United states, 

231 U. S. 9 (1913) (act of Congress, cancellation of citizenship: prima 

facie evidence); "'estern & A. 3. R. v:lendersolC, 279 U. S. 639, 640 (1929) 

(state statute, civil: "railroad company shall be liable ... unless the 

company shall rr.ake i t:J;ppea,· . . . , the Ilre sU-'c,ptior: in all cases being 

against the cOIIIFany."); !-\or:-ieo:l v. CaliforEia, 291 U. S. 82, 88 (1934) 

(state statute, criminal: "s)call create a prirre facie presumption ... 

and the burdel: of provir:fS . . . s,mll thereupon devolve upon such de:t'endAnt."). 

6. 63 Sup. Ct. at 1246: "It 1}Quld, therefore, be a convenience to the 

Governrrent to rely upon the preslli"ption and cast on the defendants the 

burden of coming forward i-lith eviden2e to rebut it. 11 

7. Id. at 1246. 

8. Id. at 1246: "If the presumption warrants conviction unless the defendant 
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comes forward with evidence in explanation and if, as is necessarily 

true, such evidence ",ust be credi·ced by the jury if the presumption is 

to be rebutted " 

9. 63 Sup. Ct. at 124)-46. 

10. Query, j;hy should a presumpcion createi by a leGislature ~~ave to meet due 

process tests not applied to a presumption created by the courts? Or are 

the tests the same for both? 

11. Cf. l-lr. Justice Butlor' s distinction of the 'Iu_':.:~ipseed case. "Each of 

the state enactn:ents raises a pre8'~'nption from the fact of injury . 

The Mississippi statuce crested r.erely 2 temporary infe"-ence of fact 

that vanished upon the introduction of opposing evidence .. That of 

Georgia as construed in this case creates an inference that is given 

effect of evidence to be 1·reiG-h.ed against opposing testimony and is to 

prevail unless such testimony is fOULd by the jury to be preponderate." 

VTestern & A. R. E. v. Henderson, 279 u. s. 639, 643-44 (1929). This 

seems to mean that the logical relatior" ~ehleen tloe proved facts and the 

presumed fact in the Turnipseed case 'Nas identical "ith that in the 

Senders on case, and that a presumption "ithout a logical relation may 

constitutionally fix the b·J.rdei1 ef producinG evidence but not the burden 

of persuasion. 

And cf. 111'. Justice Hol~es' opinion for the rr~jority in Casey v. 

United States, 276 U. S. 413, 418 (1928): "FurtJ:ermore there are 

presum~tions that are not evidence in the proper sense but simply 

regulations of the burden of proef .. The statute here talks 

of prima ~ evidence but it means only that the burder:! shall be 

upo,~ the party found in possession to explain and justify it ... 
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It is consis-sent wi·tll all the consti tutior:al protections of accused 

men to thrm; on teem the burdcL of proving facts peculiarly "ithin 

their knowledge and iidc~en fr:Jll di. scovery by the Go.rernment. I! And 

Mr. J"L~stice Co..rdozo I s opinion for ttc Court in t,~orr:.i..son -v. California} 

291 U. 5. 32, 90 (19~q: IT~lel'e are, indeed) t~Jre::.umptions that are :not 

evidence in a proper SE:'Jse b.l~':' si:nply regulat.io!ls of the burden of proof. 1 

Even so, the occaEions ,):li..1.t. justify reg'JlatioDs of the one order 

ha·.re a kinship, if nothir:g rr::orc) to those that jus:.ify others. For a 

transfer of the burder.., cxr;ericncc mus~ teach th3t the evide!lce held to 

be inculpatory ~as a-l.:, lc[',:::-c c. sinister signii'ical1cc .•. , or if this 

at times be la.cking, t~1ere If-Ust be in aLY eve:--l~"; ~ :::::anif'est disparity in 

convenience 01" prooi~ ar:.d QDPOl'tl:r:i ty ::'or ];;:n01·.~lc~~e . . Other 

inS~t;n.nces n:.ay have al. .... iGe.:.l or nn~_;· develop in thE: .future where the balance 

of convenience C2.::1 be redressed. l-ritho:1t. o]pression to the defendant 

throu[;h the sarr.e proccQul'al c.:-::;:::e:"ic::'1T,. T'l:e ~cci::;ive considerations are 

too variable) teo l':";UC:l eli sti:::1c~~:::'m.!.s of iegree:J too de:r;endent in last 

8.no..lysis upon a CO;;1UO~l 8e~1se es-:'imaT,e or fairness :::::r of facilities of 

proof, to ':Je cro~,-dec1 iato ?" forr.-.ul2.. Cue cc..!'--,- J.G no 2i-,:.ore than adumbrate 

the.rn; sharper definiti8L :-:--.ust. J.,"h'ait 1;l~e speciZ:;'c case as it arises. 11 

12. "These constitutional provisions cone;er:plete that a jury rr,ust determine 

guilt or innoce:-'1ce in a rul:1ic t:.. ... ial in 'i.-lhicb the defendant is confronted 

with the 1-ITi tnesse s agaillst :1iTI 2.na. in ~dhich :ie enjoys tte assistance of 

counsel; and where guilt is iT! issue) a verdicc against a defendant 

must be preceded by the introduction of some evidence ·which tends to 

prove the elements of the ~rice charged, ,. 63 Sup. Ct. at 1247-48. But 

::'s not sanity an element of e crime ir:volving intent "hich in a federal 
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court must ce proved beyond reasonable doubt? Yet the prosecution need 

introduce no eviuence of i t. u::-~tLl defcnio'nt ~J.E.S CO:,E- forum.rd 1~Ti"(,h 

evidence of i:r:s3.ni"~,y. I~ren ::.i' clGEer:ts o~ ::r~rr:e c;larged~1 is to be def'ined 

as !tfacts to be establis:lecl by the prosecution, 'I the quoted generalization 

of the Court is !lot supforted.. "':'y the de cisions. Are the concurring 

justi ces pre:pared to iL~!o.lid3. te all pre s-;1t!ptions in criminal cases 

unle S8 "tasecl 0::1 evidence te:':'ldinG to pl'ove the preSUIG.ed fact, or do the~r 

regard a verclict supported b;y <: fact judicially noted as a verdict 

"preceded by the int:coducti':];:'l o:.=- SOIT.€ evidence 1 .. ;~lich tends to prove:1 

that facc;? 

* [In Leland v. Orego:1, 3113 u.s. °i90 (1952), de~ided nine years after the 

ToO" case, the Supren:e CourG in a 7-;' ,ie cision held that a state coul,} 

require a crimi~al defendant to prove the aefense of irsanity beyond a 

reasonable doubt. Black and Frankfurter, JJ.) dissen-ceu oc the ground 

that such a :1eavy burden could not be ">')laced O~ the defendant. The 

dissenting opinion concedes, hOl·rever, that >ISts..tes I!"_ay provide various 

"lays for jealing vi tIl ~-:his exce};ltional si tua~ion by requiring, for 

instance, that the dcf"i2!1se of linsanityf 8e specially pleaded, or that 

he or')' whose behalf the claim of insanl ~y ':8 rEde should have the burden 

of showing enough to overcorr:e the assumption and presumption that 

normally a D:an knOHS "'\-lho..t lIe is about ane. is therefore responsible for 

what he does . ~he Im;rs of the forty-ei&1t States present the 

greatest diversity in relieving t'1e prosecution from proving 

affirmatively that a lW~l is salT in ,ne vay it r-.ust prove affirmatively 

that tne defendant is tile lEG.n ',Tlco pulled the trigger or struck the blOl'. 

Such legislation !r.akes '10 inroa(1 "-pon the basic principle that the State 

must Tlrove g ... lil t)' no-,:; the c.efcnus..nt i:.Tcocence, 8...::1:2 ?rove it to the 

satisfaction of the jury beyond a reasonable doubt." 343 u.s. at 804.1 
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